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Abstract

This paper deals with a mobile robot with structured intelligence. The robot interacts with

a dynamic environment. The evaluation criteria or functions are the strategy for the

behavior acquisition. Generally, it is difficult for human operators to describe internal

models of the robot because the organization of the robot is quite different from that of a

human. In the optimization, the evaluation function is generally given by human operators

beforehand. It is easy to give the evaluation functions if the environmental condition is

easy and fixed. But the robot must interact with dynamic, uncertain and unknown

environments or human operators. Therefore, the robot should generate the evaluation

criteria by itself based on its embodiment. A human improves its behavior by using and

changing its evaluation criteria as adaptive processes. The robot also has to acquire their

evaluation criteria through life-time learning. Therefore, we apply genetic programming

(GP) for generating evaluation functions. The result of computer simulation shows that

GP can generate the evaluation function suitable to the facing environments, the given

tasks, and the robot.

Keywords: Behavior learning, Evaluation function, Genetic programming, Evolutionary
computation, Intelligent robot

1. Introduction

Computational intelligence including fuzzy, neural, and evolutionary computing has been

applied to manufacturing systems and robotics. To realize high intelligence on robotics,
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the emerging synthesis of various techniques is required as a whole system. Neuro-fuzzy

computing has been developed for overcoming their disadvantages [3-6]. In general, the

neural network part is used for its learning and classifying, while the fuzzy logic part is

used for inference. Evolutionary computation (EC) is used for optimizing the structure and

parameters of NN and FS [3,4,6].

Especially, these kinds of intelligent techniques have been applied to realize the next

generation of intelligent robotic systems. An intelligent robot perceives, and makes

decision, and takes action in unknown and dynamic environments. Behavior-based

robotics was proposed to avoid the frame problem [1]. The behavior-based robotics

considers not only the robot its own but also the environmental condition. But the

methodology has no internal models and only uses raw sensing data and simple reactive

motions because it lays stress on the relationship between sensing data and reactive

motions. Generally, the robot can not perform a given task effectively if it uses only

reactive motion. The perceptual mechanism plays the important role to build intelligent

robots, because the robots closely interact with their external environments. Furthermore,

decision making depends on the quality of the perceptual information translated by its

perception mechanism. We have proposed the concept of perception-based robotics that

emphasizes the importance of the perception [18]. Zadeh also emphasizes the importance

of perception-based computing [22]. The perception-based robotics has internal models to

translate perceptual information. A perception translates raw sensing data as quantitative

information into internal descriptions as qualitative information. The flexible translation

of the perceptual information can be done by fusion or restraint of sensing data. And it

enables the robot to reconstruct its search space. By using perceptual information for the

learning or adaptation, the perception and the action of the robot can be acquired

effectively.

It is difficult for a robot to generate strategies in unknown environment beforehand.

Furthermore, the evaluation functions and criteria are generally given to robots by human

operators. However, if the robot can generate evaluation functions suitable to the facing

environment, the robot can generate strategies and acquire behaviors. By reconstructing

the evaluation criteria, the robot can search the direction of problem solving. Therefore,

the robot should perform lifetime learning of evaluation functions and behavioral rules at

the same time. In this paper, we apply GP to generate evaluation functions for a robot.

Furthermore, the robot uses the functions to evaluate behavioral rules written by fuzzy

rules for a given task in an unknown environment. The optimization of behavioral rules is

done by a genetic algorithm (GA).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method

including GP, GA, and fuzzy rules for the life-time learning of the mobile robot. Section 3

shows computer simulations. Section 4 concludes this paper and describes future works.
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Fig. 1 Collision avoiding and target tracing

behaviors of a mobile robot with 8 range

2. Life-time Learning of An Intelligent Robot

A human improves its behavior by using and changing its evaluation criteria as adaptive

processes. And the interpretation of the perceptual information is also changing as time

goes by. These processes are continuously done in the life-time. In many cases, the

learning processes of a human are endless. the robot interacts with a dynamic environment

or a human operator. Therefore, it is generally difficult to describe internal models of the

robot from the viewpoint of the human operator. Internal models of the robot should be

acquired by the robot itself. Consequently, the robot also should learn continuously in the

life-time like a human.

As another approach, lifelong learning is proposed so far [22,23]. This approach lays

stress on the shortening of learning process in other environment by the accumulation of

behavioral rules. On the other hand, the life-time learning is the mechanism that the robot

continuously learn in its life-time. The behavioral rules can be acquired if the robot has

evaluation criteria which is suitable to facing environments or given tasks. Accordingly,

The accumulation of the evaluation criteria is more important than the accumulation of the

behavioral rules for the robot. The life-time learning and lifelong learning is different each

other in this point.

Figure 1 shows collision avoiding and target tracing behaviors. These behaviors are

generally evaluated by the moving distance and time, the degree of danger. Therefore, the

optimization of robotic behaviors is defined as a multiobjective optimization problem.

However, the importance of each evaluation factor depends on the facing environment.

This indicates it is difficult to determine evaluation functions in an unknown environment

beforehand. Therefore, evaluation functions should be also optimized through the

acquisition of behaviors. Consequently, the robot generates evaluation functions for

behaviors in order to reach the given target, and furthermore, the behaviors are optimized
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Fig. 2 The coding of membership

functions corresponding to

linguistic values
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Fig. 3 A candidate solution representing fuzzy rules.

according to the generated evaluation functions. The robots can acquire its behavior if

they have their evaluation criteria. What is important for the robots is not to accumulate

behavior rules, but to accumulate the evaluation criteria. In this case, we only evaluate

whether the robot reaches the target, or not (success or failure). Since the robot receives

only the information of success and failure, this optimization can be regarded as

reinforcement learning. In the following, this optimization process is divided into two

phases of behavior acquisition (Phase A) and generation of evaluation function (Phase B)

(see Fig.4).

2.1 Fuzzy Controller for Robotic Behaviors

Fuzzy theory provides us with the linguistic representation such as ‘slow’ and ‘fast’. Fuzzy

logic [5] expresses a degree of truth, which is represented as a grade of a membership

function. FS implements mapping from its input space to output space by a number of

fuzzy if-then rules.

In this paper, we use a simplified fuzzy inference method for decision making in the

collision avoidance behavior. The input variables are the measured distance (see Fig.1),

and the output variables are steering angle and speed of the mobile robot. A triangular

membership function is generally described as,

mAi,jPx jQ/
!
#
$

1,
Hx j,a i,jH

b i,j

0

Hx j,a i,jH

otherwise (1)
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where a i,j and b i,j are the central value and the width of the membership function,

A i,j , respectively. Here we use two membership functions shown in Fig. 2. The

activation degree (firing strength) of the i-th rule Pi/1,2,...,rQ is calculated by

m i/7
n

j/1

mAi,jPx jQ (2)

Next, we obtain the j-th resulting output Pj/1,2,...,oQ by weighted average as

follows,

z j/

6
r

i/1

m i�w i,j

6
r

i/1

m i

(3)

A fuzzy controller can not be tuned by delta rule, since the teaching data can not be

generated by the robot itself. Therefore, this paper applies a steady-state genetic algorithm

(SSGA) for optimization of fuzzy controllers.

2.2 SSGA for Fuzzy Controllers

EC is a field of simulating evolution on a computer, and the evolutionary process is based

on iterative generation and alternation operating on a set of candidate solutions, which is

called a population. All the population evolves toward better candidate solutions by

selection operation and genetic operators such as crossover and mutation. It is

experimentally known that the GA can obtain near or approximately optimal solutions

with less computational cost.

The SSGA is used for optimization of the structure and parameters of fuzzy rules

(Phase A) (Fig.4). The SSGA simulates the continuous model of the generation, which

eliminates and generates a few individuals in a generation (iteration) [20]. A fuzzy

controller for collision avoiding behavior is represented in Fig.3 where rvalid indicate the

validity of the corresponding fuzzy rule, A i,j indicates the membership functions shown in

Fig.2, and the invalidity of the i-th input of a fuzzy rule is represented as “0” (see Fig.3).

Each consequence Pw i,jQ is represented as real numbers. The SSGA eliminates the worst

individual from the population and randomly reproduces an individual from the

population. Next, the reproduced individual inherits partial genetic information from a

randomly selected individual by a one-point crossover. Furthermore, a simple mutation is

performed, which exchanges a gene with other genes in condition parts. Since the output

parameters of each fuzzy rule (consequence parts) are described as real numbers, we use

the following adaptive mutation,

w i,jPt+1Q/w i,jPtQ+ra j�
f,minf

maxf,minf
+b j��NP0,1Q (4)

where f is the fitness value of the i-th individual, maxf and minf are the maximum

and minimum of fitness values in the population, a i,j and b i,j are the coefficient and
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Table 1 Genotype and operators

Genotype Operators

1 +

Binary

Operators

2 ,

3 |

4 max

5 min
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Fig. 4 The total architecture of optimization for the behavior

and evaluation (fitness) functions
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Fig.5 A syntax tree

based on postfix

notation

offset, respectively. In the adaptive mutation, the variance of the normal random number

is changed according to the fitness values of the population. The fitness value of the

individual is calculated by the evaluation function fk generated by GP. If the evaluation

function is suitable to the facing environment, the individuals of fuzzy controllers are

easily and quickly optimized. Figure 4 shows the total architecture of the optimization of

behaviors and evaluation functions.

2.3 GP for Evaluation Functions

GP is an extension of GA using a structural coding method, which was proposed by Koza

[9-11,17-19]. The GP can deal with tree structures, and have been applied for generating

computer programs and functions.

As the human knowledge about the behavioral rules, fuzzy rules for fuzzy controller

is basically given as the initial condition by the human operator (Fig.4). But these rules are
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Fig. 6 Simulation results (ex.I)
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Fig. 7 Simulation results (ex.II)
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described from the viewpoint of human operators. Therefore, it is necessary for the robot

to optimize these rules based on its embodiment. Fuzzy controllers are evaluated by

evaluation functions generated by GP (Phase B). The total procedure is as follows:

Initialization

repeat

Behavior_SSGA(Phase B)

repeat

Function_GP(Phase A)

until Termination_condition_in_Phase_A = True

until Termination_condition_in_Phase_B = True

end.
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An evaluation function is represented as Fig.5. A function is represented by the

postfix notation. By using the postfix notation, we can deal with one-dimensional array of

string. It includes constants, unary and binary operators, and variables. Variables for

functions are the time to goal, the direction to goal, the distance to goal, and the measured

distance of each sensor. Because the robot can perceive only partial information through

its sensors, the evaluation criteria for the robot should be composed of perceptual

information. If the robot acquires good fuzzy controller, many robots can reach the target

point through the optimization of the robotic behavior by SSGA. That is, if the evaluation

function is more suitable to the facing environment, the number of success is higher.

Therefore, the evaluation functions can be evaluated by the number of success PEkQ,

Ek/
1

p
6
p

i/1

S i S i/T0,1U (5)

where p is the population size in SSGA (Phase A), S i indicates the success (1) or

failure (0). This value corresponds to the meta-level evaluation from human operators in

Fig.4. The crossover operator randomly decides two subtrees and exchanges them

between two candidate solutions. The mutation operator exchanges the structure of

function by replacing, shortening, and extending. The unary (binary) operator is replaced

with the other unary (binary) operator.

3. Computer Simulations

This section shows a simulation result of the mobile robot. First, we describe the

architecture of the mobile robot scaled according to the prototype of our developed mobile

robot [9]. The robot has 8 range sensors to measure distances to obstacles (see Fig.1). The

task is to reach the target point (Goal) while avoiding obstacles. Let us assume that the

mobile robot can recognize the self-location and goal point in the environment, and

therefore, the robot can calculate the moving direction toward the goal point. The size of

environment is 500*500, when the radius of the mobile robot depicted as circle is 7. The

sensing range is 60. The steering angle is restricted between 30̊ and -30̊. The maximum

velocity is 5 (the same size as the mobile robot). The setting parameters of fuzzy

controllers, SSGA, and GP are as follows. The number of membership functions is 2. The

maximum number of fuzzy rules are 10. The number of candidate solutions in the SSGA

is 50. The number of iterations is 500. And the number of candidate solutions in the GP is

150. The number of iterations is 1000.

i) Experiment I

Figure 6(a) shows the trajectory of the mobile robot using the best fuzzy controllers. The

sensing range is depicted as the broken line. When the mobile robot detects a obstacle in

the sensing, it is depicted as the full line. The mobile robot can reach the goal without

colliding with obstacles. In addition, when the mobile robot finds obstacles, it moves to
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the opposite direction to the obstacles. Consequently, the mobile robot acquired a collision

avoiding behavior through interaction with the given environments by the proposed

method. Figure 6(b) shows the change of fitness values PEQ in GP (Phase B). By using

evaluation functions generated by GP, the number of individuals which can reach its goal

is gradually increasing. From this result, the evaluation function generated by GP plays the

role of the guideline for the acquisition of a collision avoiding and a target tracing

behavior. The behavior optimization process was done based on the evaluation criteria

generated by GP. These simulation results also show that the mobile robot can acquire its

behavior by using the evaluation functions. Consequently, the evaluation functions

generated by GP is suitable to the environment and satisfy given tasks. And it can be also

considered that the evaluation functions are based on the embodiment of the robot.

ii) Experiment II

In experiment II, we consider the task which is difficult to optimize behavioral rules of the

robot with conventional approaches. The task is to reach one of the target points (Goals)

while avoiding obstacles. Usually, evaluation functions for this behavior can be described

as minimizing problem of moving time, moving distance, degree of danger and so on[3].

But we can’t apply such evaluation functions if the environment has more than one goal.

Figure 7(a) shows the simulation result. The task for the mobile robot is to reach one of the

three goals (GOAL 3). By using the GP, the robot generate evaluation functions to

accomplish the given task by itself. And figure 7(b) shows the change of evaluation value

for the evaluation functions (Phase B). The evaluation, that is the number of individuals

which can reach goal, is gradually increasing. These results show that the GP can generate

the evaluation function suitable to not only the facing environment, but also given tasks

and properties of the robot itself.

4. Conclusions

This paper applied genetic programming to generate evaluation functions for the life-time

learning of an intelligent robot. The mobile robot should acquire its evaluation criteria

through its life-time. Simulation results show that the GP can generate evaluation

functions used in SSGA for collision avoidance. And it can be also said that the evaluation

criteria was suitable for the facing environment, the given task, and the robot itself.

As future works, we intend to discuss the characteristics of the functions generated

by GP and mapping capability as a total inference system from the measured data. And we

should discuss about effective evaluation of the evaluation functions from meta-level.

Furthermore, we have to discuss about the accumulation of the evaluation criteria.
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